
Ranvilles 

SAFE STAR &
Listening Tree



SAFE STAR
The school will:

 Create a happy and positive learning environment 

 Teach and encourage children to be safe physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually and 

financially

 Educate internet safety  and wellbeing

 Foster confidence to enable children to report any concerns

Children are encouraged to:

 Use their learning to help them to feel confident to make positive choices and wise 

decisions

 Learn to be themselves, to question, grow and learn with consideration

 Communicate any feelings of concern they have with adults who they trust and who can 

help them

Parents are asked to:

 Work in partnership with the school to develop wellbeing and support practice outlined in 

the Health & Safety, Child protection, Physical, Social & Health/ Sex & Relationships 

Education and Behaviour for Learning policies

 Monitor and ensure safe and appropriate use of the internet and social media at home



Ranvilles SAFE STAR



The Listening 

Tree
Ranvilles Junior School



Ranvilles Listening Tree
 We have a beautiful tree in our library – it is situated in a 

quiet spot and lights up

 Every child has personalised leaves

 If any child feels worried or concerned, they can place a 
leaf on the tree and a member of staff will spend quality 
time with them

 We have a locked post box where concerns can also be 
posted – this is checked regularly

 Our ‘Worry Hand’ helps if you place your hand in it to be 
held

 We have a school ELSA, a Home School Link Worker, 
Emotional Support Assistants and four Child Protection 
Liaison Officers 

 We have a SAFE STAR which helps us to focus on 
collaborative expectations of kindness



The Listening Tree Poem

Welcome! Please take a seat beneath these 

branches wide,

Take a deep breath and reflect…what’s 

going on inside?

Whatever the worry or concern may be,

Relax, because I am the Listening Tree.



The Listening Tree Poem

Worries and sadness can lead to fears,

Anger and frustration can bring puddles of 

tears.

Storms inside might rage away…but know 

you can share, because

We really do care!



The Listening Tree Poem

Write your message then post it in the box 

on the wall,

Regardless of the worry - be it big or small.

Then take your leaf and place it on my 

branches with care,

Someone you trust will help you to share.



The Listening Tree Poem

One final task to complete your visit with me,

Place your hand on the space cut in the 

tree.

The lights will change from red to green,

A sign I have heard and am so glad you 

have been.



The Listening Tree Poem

Ranvilles SAFE STAR shines strong and bright;

Feeling safe and strong radiates light.

Remember how special you are little bee,

Thank you for visiting Ranvilles Listening Tree.


